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Agenda

- Changes in draft-ietf-siprec-metadata-11 from -09 & -10 version.
- Discuss Open & closed items in Metadata
- Next Steps
The new version of draft has following changes:

- Metadata version indicator inclusion
- Metadata Model Object Instances (Appendix A) and Metadata XML schema Examples (Appendix B) are removed
Metadata Model Open item: Communication Session

- Any objection for Termination reason XML tag MUST be as per RFC 3326 format?
Example of proposed new Reason syntax

<reason cause="200" protocol="SIP"> Call completed elsewhere</reason>
<reason cause="16" protocol="Q.850"> Terminated</reason>

We can make protocol=“SIP” the default to make it more concise.
Clarification regarding use of Common UUID from multiple SRC

Propose to add the following to Sec 6.10 (Unique Id format):

“A common UUID MAY be passed by multiple SRCs to a single SRS. The mechanism in which the SRCs exchange this identifier is outside the scope of this document.”
Next steps

➢ Update draft based on the current closure
➢ Ask for WGLC on -12 revision